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Abstract—Electrodes are used to convert ionic currents to
electrical currents in biological systems. Modeling the electrode-
electrolyte interface and characterizing the impedance of the
interface could help to optimize the performance of the electrode
interface to achieve higher signal to noise ratios. Previous work
has yielded accurate models for single-element biomedical elec-
trodes. This paper introduces a model for a tripolar concentric
ring electrode (TCRE) derived from impedance measurements
using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) with a Ten20
electrode impedance matching paste. It is shown that the model
serves well to predict the performance of the electrode-electrolyte
interface for TCREs as well as standard cup electrodes. In this
paper we also discuss the comparison between the TCRE and the
standard cup electrode regarding their impedance characteriza-
tion and demonstrate the benefit of using TCREs in biomedical
applications. We have also conducted auditory evoked potential
experiments using both TCRE and standard cup electrodes. The
results show that EEG recorded from tripolar concentric ring
electrodes (tEEG) is beneficial, acquiring the auditory brainstem
response (ABR) with less stimuli with respect to recoding EEG
using standard cup electrodes.

Index Terms—Tripolar concentric ring electrode, spectroscopy,
electrode-electrolyte interface, double layer capacitance.

I. INTRODUCTION

PHYSIOLOGICAL systems such as the cardiovascular
system, the nervous system, and the muscular system all

generate ionic current flows in the body. Each physiological
process is associated with specific signals that reflect the
underlying nature and activities of each source. Biomedical
signals can be obtained with electrodes that measure local
electrical activities generated by physiological processes. One
such biomedical signal of interest is the electroencephalogra-
phy (EEG) signal revealing electrical activity of the brain.

The electrodes convert the ionic currents generated by the
underlying cells of the human body into electrical currents [1].
In essence, they act as transducers between ionic and electronic
currents. A mathematical model of the electrode, electrolyte,
and body may help us to have a better understanding of
how electrodes record biomedical signals. Since electrodes
act as transducers, we need to understand the mechanisms
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Fig. 1. Electrode-Electrolyte Interface

that generate the transduction process between the electrode
and the human body. Moreover, physiological processes in
the human body generate ionic current flows in the volume
conductor, the body. Hence, an electrode-electrolyte interface
forms the contact site of an electrode to the body. Figure 1
illustrates the contact of an electrode to an electrolyte. At
the interface of electrode-electrolyte, electrochemical reactions
take place that can be described by the following equations [2]:

C ⇔ Cn+ + ne− (1)
Am− ⇔ A+me− (2)

Equation (1) describes the oxidation reaction from left to
right, and the reduction reaction from right to left, and both
reduction and oxidation can occur at the electrode-electrolyte
interface. It also reveals that for an efficient electron-ion
exchange at the interface, we should place a metal (C) into
an aqueous solution containing ions of the metal (C+). Thus,
oxidation causes cations to be dispersed into the electrolyte
and electrons to be left in the electrode. Equation (2) shows
that the anions (A) can also be oxidized to a neutral atom and
release one or more electrons by moving to the interface.

Obtaining an accurate model for the electrode-electrolyte
interface is an on-going research topic, which has been studied
for many years. The electric double layer (EDL) concept was
first proposed by Helmholtz in 1879 [3]. He found that at the
electrode-electrolyte interface, since the electrolyte is saturated
with charged electrons, the coions will be pushed back while
the counterions will be attracted. Therefore, there will be two
compact layers of opposite charges at the electrode-electrolyte
interface called the electric double layer. More specifically, an
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Fig. 2. Electrical circuit model evolution of the electrode-electrolyte interface.
(A) Warburg, (B) Fricke (C) Randles, and (D) Geddes and Baker models

electric double layer is obtained as a series combination of two
conventional capacitors consisting of Helmholtz capacitance
and the Gouy-Chapman capacitance that are shown in Fig.1
as CH and CGD respectively and are discussed in detail in III
“Equivalent Circuit Model”.

Warburg was the first who proposed an electrode-electrolyte
model in 1899. His proposed model consists of a series
combination of a capacitor, CW , and resistor, RW which are
shown in Fig. 2A. The reactance and resistance magnitudes are
dependent on the electrode type, the area (including surface
conduction), the electrolyte, the frequency, and the current
density [4]. In the Warburg model Rω and Cω were proposed
for an infinitely low density current, which decreases as the
inverse square root of frequency ( 1√

f
).

In 1932, Fricke, suggested a similar model for the electrode-
electrolyte interface. He kept the Warburg combination of a
series resistor and capacitor but added that Cω = k

ωm . In the
Fricke model shown in Fig. 2b, the Warburg reactance and
resistance become:

Xω =
1

kω1−m (3)

Rω =
Xω

tan mπ
2

(4)

where k and m depend on the metal species.
Another popular model for the electrode-electrolyte inter-

face was proposed by Randles in 1947 which is illustrated
in Fig. 2C. In this model, a double-layer capacitance Cd was
added in parallel with a series combination of resistance R and
capacitance C. However, the above mentioned models do not
consider the direct current (DC) flowing through the interface.
In 1968 [4], Geddes and Baker proposed another model that
included the passage of a DC current through the interface.
In their model, the Warburg capacitance, CW is connected in
parallel with the Faradic resistance, Rf to model the property
of DC current through the interface. This model is shown in
Fig. 2D.

The exchange of the anions and cations at the interface alters
the local concentration of cations and anions. Therefore, the
neutrality of charge is altered in the solution. As a result,
the electrolyte that is closest to the interface has a different
potential with respect to the rest of the electrolyte. This electric
potential difference is called the half-cell potential. The half-
cell potential is related to the metal, the concentration of ions
in the electrolyte, temperature and other second-order factors
[2]. When a circuit is constructed to allow current to flow

across an electrode-electrolyte interface, the observed half-cell
potential is often altered. The difference between the observed
half-cell potential for a particular circuit and the standard half-
cell potential is known as the overpotential. Three basic mech-
anisms contribute to the overpotential: ohmic, concentration,
and activation [2].

Tripolar concentric ring electrodes (TCREs) consisting of an
outer ring, a middle ring, and a central disc (Fig. 5D, 5E), are
distinctively different from conventional cup electrodes featur-
ing a single element (Fig. 5A, 5B). TCREs have been shown to
reveal the local surface Laplacian directly, the second spatial
derivative of the surface potentials [5], a two-dimensional
Laplacian algorithm that weights the middle ring and central
disc signal difference sixteen times greater than the outer
ring and central disc difference [5]. Compared to EEG from
conventional cup electrodes, tripolar Laplacian EEGs from
TCREs (tEEG) have been shown to feature approximately 2.5
times higher spatial selectivity, 3.7 times higher signal-to noise
ratio and about 12 times lower mutual information [6].

In this paper, we measured the impedance on both tripo-
lar concentric ring electrodes and standard cup electrodes
by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) using the
two electrode and three electrode experiments of the Gamry
potentiostat. We also predicted the performance by utilizing
the model proposed in [7], [8] and compared the theoretical
results to the recordings.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the
procedure of how the impedance is measured using EIS.
The equivalent circuit model for the tripolar concentric ring
electrode is addressed in section III. Section IV presents the
results and section V draws some conclusions.

II. PROCEDURE

In order to measure impedances on both TCREs and stan-
dard cup electrodes, we performed electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) ten times each, using Ten20 (Weaver
Company) as an electrode paste. In the literature the values
of scalp conductivity are from 0.25 to 0.44 S/m [9]-[10]. We
also measured the conductivity of Ten20 paste and found that it
has a similar conductivity as the scalp, ranging approximately
0.32 to 0.44 S/m. Therefore, when we used 1.5cm of Ten20
paste, we assume that first 2-3mm of paste are modeling the
electrolyte and the remaining paste is modeling the scalp. For
our experiments we applied the paste on to a plastic plate and
attached the electrodes directly to the paste in order to mimic
the skin-to-electrode contact. To perform EIS measurements,
we used the Gamry potentiostatic instrument framework. We
set the AC voltage to 10 mVrms. The system was configured
in order to perform both two-electrode and Three-electrode
measurements.

The Gamry potentiostat we used is a 4-probe instrument.
This means there are four relevant leads that need to be placed.
The two-electrode set up (as depicted in Fig. 3) allowed us to
measure the impedances between the central disc and middle
ring (DM) of the TCREs, as well as the impedances between
the central disc and outer ring (DO). When measuring the
impedance between middle ring and central disc, we connected
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Fig. 3. Two electrode setup of TCRE and conventional cup electrode

Fig. 4. Three electrode setup of TCRE and conventional cup electrode

the blue (working sense) and green (working current) leads to
the middle ring and the white (reference) and red (counter
current) leads to the central disc. The same setup was used
while measuring the impedance between outer ring and central
disc, the only difference was the blue and green leads were
now connected to the outer ring.

We utilized the three-electrode configuration to measure the
impedance of each ring (the central disc, the middle ring and
the outer ring) to the electrolyte (as shown in Fig. 4). In this
set up, the white lead (reference) is separated from the red lead
(counter). When measuring the impedance between the central
disc and the electrolyte, the green and blue leads (working
and working sense) are attached to the central disc. A copper
15 awg wire is connected to the white lead (reference) and
is positioned so that it is measuring a point very close to
the working and working sense electrodes. The same type of
wire is connected to the red lead (counter) that is placed 1cm
away in the paste. To measure the impedances of the middle
ring to the electrolyte and the outer ring to the electrolyte, a
similar configuration was used, except that the working, and
the working sense, leads were now connected to the middle
and the outer ring, respectively.

To obtain a reference, we also measured the impedances
between two standard cup electrodes in a two electrode set
up (as shown in Fig. 3) as well as between the standard cup
electrode and the electrolyte in a three electrode configuration
(as illustrated in Fig. 4). In the two electrode configuration,
the two standard cup electrodes were connected in the same
manner with no specification as to which one went to green
and blue or white and red leads. The leads were placed
as close together as possible on the same span of paste in
order to resemble the measurement conditions for the TCRE
recordings. Furthermore, in the three electrode configuration,

Fig. 5. Disc electrode (A), Disc electrodes placed on Ten20 paste (B),
electrical circuit model of the Disc electrode placed on the electrolyte (C),
TCRE electrode (D) TCRE placed on Ten20 paste (E), electrical circuit model
of the TCRE placed on the electrolyte (F)

Fig. 6. Electrical model for the tri-polar concentric ring electrode

an analogous condition to the TCRE recording was used.

III. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL

Electroencephalography (EEG) is one of the mainstays
of hospital diagnostic procedures and pre-surgical planning.
Unfortunately, end users frequently struggle with EEGs poor
spatial resolution, selectivity and low signal-to-noise ratio,
which limits its effectiveness in research, discovery and diag-
nosis [11]-[12]. Having an outer ring with 4.4mm inner radius,
5mm outer radius, a middle ring with 2.5mm inner radius and
3.2mm outer radius a central disc with 1.4mm radius (Fig.
5D, 5E) renders tripolar concentric ring electrodes (TCREs)
distinctively different from conventional cup electrodes (Fig.
5A and 5B). However, the total diameter of both the TCRE
and the cup electrode are 10mm and both are gold plated.

Fig. 5A illustrates a conventional cup electrode. Fig. 5B
shows the cup electrodes placed in the fresh Ten20 (Weaver
and Company) paste similar to real recordings to mimic the
body. The equivalent circuit model for this configuration is
shown in Fig. 5C. The TCRE electrode in Fig. 5E is placed in
fresh Ten20 paste. Therefore, there is an electrode-electrolyte
interface between each pair of rings of the TCRE. Fig. 5F
illustrates part of the electrical model representation for the
TCRE electrode-electrolyte interface between the central disc
and middle ring. In both models, as presented above in Fig.
2, R1, C1 and R2, C2 are the equivalent series resistances
and capacitances of the two electrode-electrolyte interfaces.
For the TCRE, there will be two more such models: one
for the outer ring and central disc, and one for the middle
ring and outer ring. Re represents the electrolyte resistance
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and the resistors R3 and R4 are the equivalent resistances
for the leakage current of the electrode-electrolyte interface,
respectively. Therefore, if we neglect R3 and R4 at higher
frequency, the impedance seen between the middle ring to the
central disc ZDM becomes:

ZDM = R1 +
1

jωC1
+Re +

1

jωC2
+R2 (5)

the resistive part in equation (5) is:

RDM = R1 +Re +R2 (6)

where Re is an ionic solution resistance, which depends on
the ion concentration, ion type, temperature and active cross
section. The reactive part in equation (5) is:

1

CDM
=

1

C1
+

1

C2
(7)

The authors proposed the TCRE model that is depicted in
Fig. 6 [7]-[8]. A non-linear least squares fitting program was
used to fit the model to the experimental data. The Simplex
algorithm in the Echem Analyst was utilized for fitting. The
algorithm automatically adjusts the parameter values of the
elements in the model to find the best fit. In this model, Rsoln
is the equivalent solution (electrolyte) resistance, Cd represents
the equivalent double layer capacitance, RW and CW are the
equivalent Warburg combination and Rct is the charge-transfer
resistance, which represents the equivalent Faradic leakage
process in the electrode-electrolyte interface according to [13],
[14]:

Rct =
kT

qzJ0
(8)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T denotes the absolute
temperature, q is the electron charge, z denotes the charge on
the ion in solution and J0 represents the equilibrium charge
density.

The resistor Rsoln in the proposed model dominates the
impedance at high frequencies. This resistance encompasses
all the paths from electrode to electrolyte such as: interconnect
resistance and solution or spreading resistance. For a round
electrode, its value is [13], [14], [15]:

Rsoln =
ρ

4r
(9)

where r and ρ represent the radius and the solution resistivity
respectively.

To match the model perfectly with the experimental data, a
constant phase element (CPE) was used instead of capacitors.
In fact, double layer capacitors often behave like CPEs rather
than pure capacitors [16], [17]. The impedance of a double
layer capacitor has the form:

ZCPE =
1

Q(jω)α
(10)

If α = 1, this equation describes a capacitance and Q has
units of Farad. If 0 < α < 1, the equation represent a CPE
and Q has units of Fcm−2s(α−1), s

α

Ω .

An electric double layer is obtained as a series combination
of two capacitances consisting of the Helmholtz capacitance
and the Gouy-Chapman capacitance, which is a diffuse layer
accounting for the mobility of ions in the electrolyte [3].
In order to relate the potential with the charge distribution,
Poisson’s equation is used to define the variation of potential
(ϕ) with distance in the Helmholtz layer. Besides, if we
assume a one dimensional potential variation in the direction
perpendicular to the solid solution interface, we have [3], [13]-
[18]:

d2ϕ

dx2
= −ρ(x)

ε0εr
(11)

where (ϕ) is the electric potential, ρ is the charge density, ε0
is the permittivity of free space, εr is the permittivity of the
medium and x is the distance from the electrode.

If we consider ions as point charges in the Helmholtz layer,
the capacitance per unit surface area of the Helmholtz double
layer denoted by CH becomes [3], [13]-[18]:

CH =
ε0εH
dH

(12)

where εH is the relative permittivity of the Helmholtz plane
and dH the distance of the Helmholtz plane to the electrode.
dH can be approximated as the radius of solvated ions.

Gouy and Chapman modified the double layer electrode
model, which is shown in Fig. 1 as CGC , by also taking into
account the mobility of ions in the solution. An accumulation
of oppositely charged ions will be outside the Helmholtz layer.
The distribution of ions is given by the Boltzmann distribution
[3]:

ni = n∞i exp(−
zieϕ

kT
) (13)

where ni is the ions concentration of type i per unit volume
near the interface, n∞i the concentration of ions of type i per
unit volume in the bulk solution, e the electronic charge, zi
the charge on the ion i, k the Boltzmann constant and T the
absolute temperature.

The total charge density per unit volume for all ionic species
is given by the sum over all ions:

ρ =
∑
i

zieni =
∑
i

zien
∞
i exp(−

zieϕ

kT
) (14)

The Poisson-Boltzmann equation is obtained by combining
equations (11) and (14):

d2ϕ

dx2
= − e

ε0εr

∑
i

zin
∞
i exp(−

zieϕ

kT
) (15)

By multiplying both sides of equation (15) by 2 dydx , and solving
for a planar electrode considering the boundary conditions:
(1) ϕ (0) = ϕ0 and (2) ϕ (∞) = 0 and solved further for a
symmetrical electrolyte yields:

dϕ

dx
=

√
2kTn∞

εrε0

[
exp(−zeϕd

2kT
)− exp(zeϕd

2kT
)
]

(16)
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If σd is the charge density of the diffused layer expressed in
C/m2 then,

σd = −εrε0
dϕ

dx
|x=0 (17)

The charge density of the diffused layer can be derived from
equations (16) and (17) and becomes,

σd = −εrε0
dϕ

dx
|x=0

=
√

2kTn∞εrε0

[
exp(

zeϕd
2kT

)− exp(−zeϕd
2kT

)
]

=
√

8kTn∞εrε0 sinh
(zeϕd

2kT

) (18)

Finally, the differential Gouy-Chapman capacitance is ob-
tained by differentiating equation (17) [3], [18],

CGC =
dσd
dϕ0

=

√
2z2e2n∞εrε0

kT
cosh

(zeϕd
2kT

)
(19)

Therefore, the double layer capacitance that occurs at the
electrode-electrolyte interface is the series combination of the
Helmholtz capacitance and the Gouy-Chapman capacitance.
This combination model is given by Stern and is called ”Gouy-
Chapman-Stern” model and can be written as [3], [13]-[18]:

1

Cdl
=

1

CH
+

1

CGC
(20)

IV. AUDITORY EVOKED POTENTIAL

Evoked potentials are the brains electrical activity recorded
in response to a stimulation of one of the body’s sensory
mechanisms. The early component of the overall auditory
evoked potential (AEP) is the auditory brain stem response
(ABR) which can be recorded from the electrodes placed on
the scalp of a subject [19]-[20]. The ABR has a very low am-
plitude. Therefore, to extract the ABR from background EEG,
repeated trials are averaged synchronized to the stimulus. The
averaging technique improves the signal-to-noise ratio of the
ABR significantly. This technique employs about 2000-3000
responses which have the same time window to the stimulus
[19]-[21]. Thus, signal averaging can be very time consuming
and uncomfortable for both clinicians and subjects. Reducing
the required number of trials would be of great significance.
In this test, a Brain Products V-Amp and Recorder software
was used to record the tEEG and EEG signals simultaneously
with the sampling rate of 20,000 Hz. The intensity of the
audio cue was adjusted to 70dB and a frequency of 4 kHz
with a duration of 1.0 ms that was repeated at 39.1 Hz was
provided. The participant listened to 100 consecutive audio
cues followed by a rest pause and then repeated ten times for
a total of 1000 audio cues.

The participants (n=6, 2 female) were all healthy and signed
URI IRB approved consents and sat in a comfortable position
in front of the computer screen and had TCREs placed at
position Cz and the right mastoid, with a reference cup
electrode placed on the left mastoid and a ground cup electrode
placed on the mid-forehead. The impedances between the
TCREs and reference cup electrode was below 10kΩ for

each participant. Audio cues were provided to the right ear
with an earbud. Testing was performed in a quiet, but not
sound–shielded room, with eyes closed. During the breaks,
participants could open their eyes and adjust their position
if needed. The computer monitor showed a countdown clock
of pending audio cues. The ABRs data for this study were
bandpass filtered at 300-900 Hz (Butterworth forward and
backward) and epoch windowed between -5 ms prior to, and
up to 15 ms after the stimuli.

V. RESULTS

EIS: The Bode plots resulting from the two electrode set
up for the TCRE between central disc to middle ring (DM)
and central disc to outer ring (DO) using the Ten20 paste
are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively. Figures 9-11
depict the Bode plots measuring the impedances of each ring
(central disc, middle and outer ring) to the electrolyte utilizing
three electrode configuration. In each setup, 10 experiments
were conducted in order to reduce nuisance variables such as
environmental noise. In each figure, the top plot shows the
results of 10 different experiments in which the average of
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Fig. 7. Bode plots of the TCRE for the central disc to middle ring (DM) with
10 different experiments with the averaged data is shown in bold (top). The
curve fit is shown with a dashed bold trace and the averaged data is shown
in the solid trace (bottom). In each figure, the impedance curves are specified
with squares.
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Fig. 8. Bode plots of the TCRE for the central disc to outer ring (DO) with
10 different experiments with the averaged data is shown in bold (top). The
curve fit is shown with a dashed bold trace and the averaged data is shown
in the solid trace (bottom). In each figure, the impedance curves are specified
with squares.
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Fig. 9. Bode plots of the TCRE for the central disc to electrolyte with 10
different experiments with the averaged data is shown in bold (top). The curve
fit is shown with a dashed bold trace and the averaged data is shown in the
solid trace (bottom). In each figure, the impedance curves are specified with
squares.
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Fig. 10. Bode plots of the TCRE for the middle ring to electrolyte with 10
different experiments with the averaged data is shown in bold (top). The curve
fit is shown with a dashed bold trace and the averaged data is shown in the
solid trace (bottom). In each figure, the impedance curves are specified with
squares.
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Fig. 11. Bode plots of the TCRE for the outer ring to electrolyte with 10
different experiments with the averaged data is shown in bold (top). The curve
fit is shown with a dashed bold trace and the averaged data is shown in the
solid trace (bottom). In each figure, the impedance curves are specified with
squares.

these ten experiments is represented in bold. Moreover, the
bottom plot in each figure shows the linear curve fits derived
from the model for the TCRE that is shown with a dashed
bold trace as well as the averaged curves that are plotted with
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Fig. 12. Bode plots of two standard cup electrodes and electrolyte in between
with 10 different experiments with the averaged data is shown in bold (top).
The curve fit is shown with a dashed bold trace and the averaged data is
shown in the solid trace (bottom). In each figure, the impedance curves are
specified with squares.
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Fig. 13. Bode plots of the standard cup electrode to electrolyte with 10
different experiments with the averaged data is shown in bold (top). The
curve fit is shown with a dashed bold trace and the averaged data is shown
in the solid trace (bottom). In each figure, the impedance curves are specified
with squares.

a solid trace. Besides, in each figure, the impedance curves
are specified with squares. The model illustrated in Fig. 6 was
used for the linear curve fit. It can be seen from Fig. 7 through
Fig. 11 that the fitted curve matches the averaged curve at
the interested frequency range of 1Hz to 1kHz very well.
Therefore, the model in Fig. 6 can predict the performance
of the TCRE accurately.

Figure 12 shows the standard cup electrode Bode plots using
the two electrode set up and the same Ten20 paste. The results
for the standard cup electrode using the three electrode set up
are depicted in Fig. 13. In each case, the top plot shows the
ten experiments with the average in bold as well as the linear
curve fit using the model of Fig. 6 with the averaged curve
in the bottom plot. It can also be deduced from Fig. 12 and
Fig. 13 that the model of Fig. 6 predicts the behavior of the
standard cup electrode equally well.

When inspecting Fig. 7, through Fig. 13, we notice: (1) the
TCRE phase only changes from -70 to -60 degrees with the
Ten20 paste in the frequency band 1Hz to 100Hz while the
standard cup electrode phase varies from -75 to -35 degrees.
This shows that TCREs are more robust for phase analysis.
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TABLE I
PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE TEEG MODEL

Parameters TCRE (Disc
to Middle)

TCRE (Disc
to Outer)

TCRE (Disc
to

Electrolyte)

TCRE (Mid-
dle to

Electrolyte)

TCRE (Outer
to

Electrolyte)

Standard
Disc to

Standard
Disc

Standard
Disc to

Electrolyte

Rsoln(Ω)
397.4
± 3.5

435.3
± 3.9

292.6
± 2.2

179.4
± 1.7

204.6
± 1.5

351.9
± 2.7

110.2
± 1.2

Rct(Ω)
2.0e+ 5
± 0.5e+ 5

4.2e+ 5
± 1.5e+ 5

119.3e+ 3
±235.9e+3

98.8e+ 3
± 5.0e+ 3

49.6e+ 3
± 17.4e+ 3

95.3e+ 3
± 6.7e+ 3

23.7e+ 3
± 1.4e+ 3

Rw(Ω)
5.4e+ 5
± 0.3e+ 5

3.1e+ 5
± 1.2e+ 5

179.7e+ 3
± 23.7e+ 3

112.6e+ 3
± 16.7e+ 3

49.3e+ 3
± 8.3e+ 3

1.1e+ 3
± 0.7e+ 3

0.2e+ 3
± 0.3e+ 3

Cw( sα

Ω
)

21.6e− 6
± 10.9e− 6

2.9e− 6
± 2.0e− 6

14.6e− 6
± 4.5e− 6

9.0e− 6
± 3.7e− 6

10.9e− 6
± 2.2e− 6

1.6e− 6
± 1.3e− 6

23.7e− 6
± 40.1e− 6

αW
999e− 3
±166.0e−3

626.0e− 3
±158.0e−3

999e− 3
±629.8e−3

745.1e− 3
± 84.7e− 3

911.5e− 3
±196.8e−3

999.0e− 3
±103.8e−3

808.5e− 3
±135.9e−3

Cd( sα

Ω
)

28.7e− 7
± 0.5e− 7

30.6e− 7
± 1.1e− 7

51.9e− 7
± 1.2e− 7

24.2e− 7
± 0.04e− 7

82.4e− 7
± 2.9e− 7

148.6e− 7
± 15.9e− 7

343.4e− 7
± 39.3e− 7

αd
870.0e− 3
± 3.4e− 3

868.0e− 3
± 5.9e− 3

848.2e− 3
± 4.3e− 3

999.0e− 3
±155.2e−3

877.4e− 3
± 5.9e− 3

832.4e− 3
± 10.4e− 3

843.8e− 3
±127.5e−3
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Fig. 14. tEEG (solid bolded traces) vs. EEG (dotted trace) after 500 audio
cues.

(2) the impedance values between the TCRE electrodes are
generally higher than between two standard cup electrodes.
They are below 10kΩ only from 10Hz and beyond, whereas
the standard cup electrode impedance is below 5kΩ beyond
3Hz. (3) The impedance of the center disc to electrolyte is
greater than the impedance between middle ring to electrolyte
and outer ring to electrolyte. Furthermore, the impedance of
the middle ring to electrolyte is greater than the outer ring
to electrolyte impedance. (4) the impedance between each
ring to electrolyte is smaller than the impedances between
central disc to middle and central disc to outer ring in the
frequency range 1Hz to 100Hz. This shows that the three
rings of the TCREs are not shorted in this frequency range. (5)
the impedance between cup electrode to electrolyte is smaller
than the impedances between two cup electrodes. Table 1 lists
the averaged, fitted parameter values of the equivalent circuit
model depicted in Fig. 6 with the corresponding standard
deviations for disc to middle ring, disc to outer ring, disc,
middle, and outer rings to electrolyte as well as standard cup
electrode to standard cup electrode and standard cup electrode
to electrolyte using the Ten20 paste.
CW and Cd are representing the constant phase elements

that are used instead of conventional capacitances in the model
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Fig. 15. tEEG (solid bolded traces) vs. EEG (dotted trace) after 1000 audio
cues.

of Fig. 6 to match the model perfectly with the experimental
data. In Table I if the αW and αd are 1 the unit of CW and Cd,
as it is described in equation 10, are in F, and the value would
be as described in equation 20. With the paste, the parameter
values Rsoln, n, and m were similar for TCREs. The standard
deviation for Rsoln, n, and m, Cd are less than 10% in almost
all cases. However, in some cases the variation for Rw, Rct,
and Cw, Cd are higher. This might be due to the sensitivity
of these parameters with regard to the electrode-electrolyte
interface condition.

ABR: The participants all tolerated the experiment. Wave
V latency consistently revealed ABR responses at varying
stimulation rates and is widely used to detect and mark
auditory brainstem responses [19]-[21]. It has been shown
that the wave V is identified as the peak near 6 ms after
the stimulus onset and immediately before the negative slope
[19]-[21]. Wave V has been attributed to activity in the lateral
lemniscus and inferior colliculus. Fig. 14 depicts the ABR of
the tEEG and EEG with 500 stimuli. Most of the ABR waves
are becoming evident in the tEEG (solid trace), although not
fully defined. It is not possible to tell if there is an ABR
response in the EEG (dash-dotted trace). In Figure 15, after
1000 auditory stimuli, the ABR waves are well defined for the
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tEEG (solid bold trace). However, even after 1000 auditory
stimuli there still is no evident ABR waves in the EEG (dash-
dotted trace).

VI. CONCLUSION

The goal of this study was to use EIS to enhance our under-
standing of the physical processes determining the electrode-
electrolyte interface with a focus on TCREs and to find an
appropriate model, which can be used to improve the interface
design. EIS has been utilized to analyze the behavior of
the TCRE and the cup electrode, and an equivalent circuit
model was used to describe and quantify the electrode-
electrolyte interface impedance. The good match between
the experimental results and fitted curves derived from an
equivalent circuit model shows that the model predicts the
behavior of the TCREs very well. Moreover, equations are
presented to describe the physical process of the electrode-
electrolyte interface. We found that the impedance between
the electrodes of the TCREs decreases less with frequency
than the impedance between the electrodes to the Ten20 paste.
The impedance between the two cup electrodes is so low that
it prevents high spatial resolution since it almost shorts the
circuit out. We also found that the phase of the TCRE is flatter
from 1 to 100 Hz than the phase of the cup electrode. This
would be beneficial when conducting a phase analysis.

Equations 3-4, 8-10, 12, 20 in section III, showed the
relationship of the electrode parameters to the electrode type,
the area, the electrolyte, the frequency and the current density.
This is also proven by the experimental data shown in Figures
7-13. For the TCRE, the central disc has the lowest surface
area and the plot in Fig. 9 depicts that it has the highest
impedance compared to the middle and outer rings. On the
other hand, the outer ring has the highest surface area, and
the plot in Fig. 11 illustrates that it has the lowest impedance.
Moreover, since the cup electrode has larger surface area than
the elements of the TCRE, the plot in Figures 12-13 shows
that it has less impedance than the TCRE. The proposed model
of Fig. 6 depicts that at higher frequencies the impedance of
the double layer capacitor, Cd, becomes so small and shorts
the part of the model in parallel to it. However, the model
shows that the impedance between the rings would be limited
to Rsoln. The value of the Rsoln, as shown in Table I, is about
300Ω at approximately 1kHz, not a short.

Furthermore, our experiment showed that the response in
the ABR can be detected reliably with only 500 stimuli by
using tripolar concentric ring electrodes. The standard number
of stimuli is 2000 to detect the ABR by conventional electrode
signal averaging [19]-[21]. In particular, for hearing screening
of newborns the number of stimuli should be kept to a
minimum. Therefore, detecting the ABR by fewer trials offers
a great advantage of TCREs. If only the wave V is needed,
then it is likely possible to complete the hearing test using
tEEG with 500, or less, audio stimuli.
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